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About This Game

During the assault on a mysterious facility, a genetic experiment called Rane gets the chance to escape. However, to make it
outside she'll have to pass through all the dangerous areas of the facility, fight hostile genetic experiments, and defeat the ones

who've held her captive.

Though, having been trapped and experimented on for years, she'll use the full extent of her abilities and stealth skills to make it
out in one piece.

What is Geneticognito?

Geneticognito is a 2D platformer with combat and stealth mechanics. Levels consist of hazards that can either damage Rane
directly, or detect her. If Rane is detected, security robots will appear through doors, and the exit door to the level locks itself.

Rane may fight the security robots and shoot them down, but unlimited amounts of robots will continue spawning while in Alert
state. So stealth is important!
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Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
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Blob Games
Publisher:
Blob Games
Release Date: 9 Jun, 2017
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Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Dual Core

Memory: 2 GB RAM

DirectX: Version 11
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-=EDIT=-
Questions solved. Read comments below.
Found that it also helps to dive into the campaign rather than warming up in single matches. You can click through 'Tips' to
figure out a lot of the nuances.

The suggested method for controlling all 3 players works easier than it sounds; as anyone on the walls has more mobility and can
jump in directions that the other in the air can just lean towards.

It calls upon what little skill I have in Foosball.

-=ORIGINAL=-
Seems fun, but It needs a lot more documentation regarding the rules and how to play. Even a .pdf in the game folder would
suffice. My early questions:

- How does the CPU restore goals? How do I do that?
- What is the significance of changing player names mid-game? If it's only one button, why does it sometimes change 2 or all 3
players at once?
- What happens when they all change to the same name? Is that a glitch?
- How do I keep all my team from bundling together as one floating turtle that cant shoot through the group or defend anything.
- Whats a Mega-tackle and how do I do it? The game said it, but I didnt notice anything.
- If the game ends upon one team scoring 4 goals, why count up the goals not scored against you? It doesnt make a difference
since you already won\/lost. Is there something to an 8-0 end? If I let the CPU get 8-0, I dont see a difference.
- While letting the CPU win, I noticed random "buff"- orbs. Can I get an explanation of the effects, please? Is that what gave the
mega tackle? The goal restore?

The game controls well (aside from everyone jumping at once), looks good, and has good sound, so I know I can be enjoying
this; The confusion is just getting in the way of the fun.

30FPS Menus; 60FPS Game. A fun civilization simulation game where the player is givencontrol over every struture in his or
her budding kingdom, but is at the mercy of the whims of his citizens.

While there is technically warfare in this game, it is limited to an occasional half-dozen "soldiers" roaming through your lands
and getting intercepted by your guards' AI, or looting a home and bugging out. The greater focus of this game is steadily
progressing your various wealth classes to bigger and better productivity. The end goal of most of the scenerios is having enough
excess good to make deals with your neighbors, some of which are readily available, some of which require you to plan out long-
range mining camps.

All done at a relatively low-key, relaxing pace.. Terrible unity powered physics game. The player will often jerk around and fail
to complete jumps due to inputs not working correctly. I have played free flash games from the early 2000's that have better
physics.. This game's concept is pretty neat and simple: you have to kill your own character to beat a level. It's a nice twist on the
traditional "get to the finish without dying" gameplay of puzzle platformers like this one. There's 144 levels in total, with a lot of
the later levels being incredibly challenging and it's clear that a lot of thought was put into making some of them.

Sadly though, I can't possibly recommend this game because of the many terrible physics-related bugs that are in it. While
playing the game you'll experience bugs all the time, in almost every level. Whether it's phasing through a ceiling or suddenly
being thrown in a random direction, they're all bugs that really ruin the fun and sometimes make you question whether you
really beat the level or cheesed it with an unintentional bug.. The Invisible Hours is a really great VR told experience.

As I walked into the mansion, I noticed a guy looking around the corner looking all guilty like...so I "observed" him instead of
the main dialogue. Cool take on story telling.

Which means some replayability...but only to hear/see different people during the main story.
. Rytmik Ultimate is a simple and fun way to make music mostly by "drag-and-drop". The UI is slightly overwhelming when you
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first look at it but after some exploration and experimentation, you'll find everything to be quite straight forward. There's a
decent amount of people still uploading songs every day on the Rytmik Cloud, plus some of the in-game demos are pretty great.

I played Rytmik a lot on my 3DS before finding out it was on Steam, and luckily for people like me who enjoy having it on the
go, you can connect your accounts to have your songs on both platforms.

I recommend finding a short Youtube tutorial on how to make a song for the first time and then do your own thing from there,
but this is definitely a great game/program for people who are new to the music making scene as well as people who are
experienced in it but enjoy a more simple and casual interface.
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Unfinished game unfortunately.

The basics are good and it would be a fine space strategy game turn based a bit like master of orion of fame, but there is too
much missing features. It also lacks some polish in the interfaces to play the game. Some of them are hard to understand just
because they are badly designed. But making a good ui is an art in itself!

The game doesn't have any bugs that i noticed. It seems it was fixed pretty much since starting sales.

The devs don't seem to support the game anymore. I can see the 'producer' answering a question once every few months, but no
patches and nothing more.

I got the game below 10$, so i played 1 game and it was worth it. Above that price, the game is too expensive. And as it is right
now, it is extremely repetitive with no variety in the 5 races you play or the galaxy you conquer. Gets boring fast!. makes me
rage that i cant get past wave 25. Offers a nice challenge to the player and is very cheep.. I have played this game for the biggest
part of this afternoon and had an absolute blast!
I finished it on novice and expert modes, too tired for legendary, this is quite a workout!

pro:
-For the anime fans: there are SOA type healthbars.. but you won't be looking at them too much :)
-I love hitting the shields and blocking swings, it feels amazing.
-There is some variety in opponents but they all have the same art style. not bad , but not amazing either. could use a little more
finishing touches.
-i have 2.5 x 2.5 m playspace and had to use all of it, including ducking and rolling on the floor while stabbing them in the
nutsack! Hopefully i'll have a bigger space soon!
-The difficulty level is definitely there.. It's a lot harder than i initially thought. There are tricks but you'll have to figure them
out for yourself.
-That end-boss is intimidating.

con:
-The animations really need some work. when you kill an opponent he goes into the most insane positions and stays like that,
like trying to do yoga whilst dying or something. funny but a bit unrealistic.
-Sometimes they hold their sword through their own body. didn't notice that at first but yeah, i feel like that should not happen.
-You can slowly put your sword inside their body but not hit them, makes sense but the fact that your sword in in his chest and
has no effect is weird.
-When you finish a few levels on novice you can play them all instantly on expert mode aswell. I feel like when switching modes
you should have to start from level one again.. but that is personal preference i guess.
-When staying low it is quite easy to evade most attacks exept for a few. It would be nice if they could detect when you are
staying low and adjust their tactics.
-Enemy's tend to only have a few different attacks. Sometimes a new surprice attack would spice things up!

Don't get discouraged by these cons. It's basicly nitpicking and details! The amount of fun you have is well worth the price. Get
this game.. Story:

The player character is an ordinary citizen who is suddenly able to see a strange tower that looks like a lopsided jenga stack, but
nobody else can see it. Upon entering, they fall into a trap door and get attacked by an OP monster, only to be saved by Karin, a
human who can also interact with the tower. The two eventually recruit two more people who can see the tower so they can
traverse the increasingly dangerous stratums and solve its mysteries.

Since the party often returns to the outside during the journey, there will be some slice-of-life scenes and relationship\/dating
events. The dating scenes and relationship scenes add a lot of replayability due to how they show another side of the party
members, and one of them will have a ton of references to Alter A.I.L.A. Genesis. I'll admit I was caught off guard by Mishika's
date, where some of the choices are actually there to fake out people obsessed with making perfect sim dating choices.

Gameplay:
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The dungeon crawling mechanics are a nice twist on the usual Etrian formula that I'm used to. There are no random encounter
and only symbol encounters, which means careful observation of enemy movement patterns will allow the player to conserve
their strength as they explore the tower. This also adds an incentive to fully explore each floor, since mapping the floor makes
more enemies visible and therefore makes them easier to predict. Additionally, the player can sacrifice half their funds to
recover from a game-over and keep their progress. To balance these helpful mechanics, there's no way to teleport to a safe-zone
like in Etrian, so the player will need to be very careful in outmaneuvering enemies.

In battle, skills are cast from AP, which are restored to 5 at the end of each battle, making it easier to splurge on skills even
against normal enemies. That said, if you use AP outside of battle to heal, you'll start with less AP for the next battle, making it
so that consecutive battles are still dangerous. Of course, it's still possible to make it through weaker mobs unscathed by
spamming wind skills, which have high priority.

Comparaed to Alter A.I.L.A., I feel like it's easier to stack debuffs on enemies, due to how you can hit them with the same
element attacks to increase the duration of their debuffs. I felt this made it so that most boss fights boil down to spamming
water skills in order to make it harder for them to use their own devastating moves. Unlike most game-breaking strategies in
other games, this one felt almost mandatory in the end game, especially when Mishika keeps getting one-shotted. The only
enemy that really punishes water spamming is the floor 7 secret boss, which might not be able to desync everyone's doom
counter unless it has enough AP to spend.

Graphics: Unlike Etrian Odyssey, which has a combination of cute and creepy enemies, this game has some rather disturbing
enemy designs. Some of them are also weirdly hot, like the Beautiful Stegosaurus and Red (don't judge me!). Although this
game isn't on the DS\/3DS, it still would have been nice to have a first person view to enhance the suspense of crawling through
a tower full of various horrors.

Final rating: 3.5\/5. Fantastic 2D Pixel Ninja game. It's everything you'd expect from a 2D sidescrolling Ninja game and then
some. Great to play with Steam Controller. Highly recommended.. A little piece of a heart.

Super sweet sounds.
Novel twist on platforming.

Blitz Breaker is perfection.
Deserves your attention.. Interesting VR Story Puzzle game, took my a bit to figure out the rotation controls, rooms can get
pretty messy, the ending was unexpected, not a whole lot of replayability but reasonably fun.. The game on it's own is quite
enjoyable, but I would recommend the Colonial Charter mod, because it makes it feel like a fully fleshed game. The vanilla
game does seem a bit limited in what you can do, but mods make the game amazing.
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